Aristotle and Kant on Form and Matter
University of Chicago – 15-17 aprile 2011

This conference, generously co-sponsored by the Franke Institute for the
Humanities, the University of Chicago Department of Philosophy, and the
Humboldt TransCoop-Project “From Transcendental Logic to the Analysis
of Practice”, was dedicated to discussing and comparing Aristotle’s and Kant’s
respective treatments of a pair of concepts which plays a crucial role in both their
philosophies: form and matter. These concepts are of course readily associated with
Aristotle, and the secondary literature devoted to his work abounds with discussion
of them, but their importance for Kant’s philosophy is often overlooked. Indeed,
Kant says in the Critique of Pure Reason that matter and form “are two concepts
which lie at the basis of all other reflection, so very inseparably are they bound up
with the use of the understanding” (A 266/B 322). The goal of this conference
was to explore the development of the distinction in Aristotle and to trace Kant’s
recovery and emendation of the distinction in his theoretical philosophy. In this,
as will perhaps become clear from the summary of the discussion that follows,
the conference took up a number of issues that arose in the previous workshop of
the TransCoop-Project held at the University of Chicago, April 30th-May 2nd 2010,
which was devoted to Kant on intuition. As with that workshop, and others that
took place under the auspices of the TransCoop-Project, the conference adopted
a somewhat unusual though undoubtedly productive format: the papers were
circulated and read in advance, so that the time available to discuss them was
maximized. In the remainder of this note I will summarize the central points of
those discussions.
Discussion of Aristotle focused primarily on his conception of the living organism
as a unity of form and matter (viz. of soul and flesh). Participants Boris Hennig
(Humbolt Universität zu Berlin), Marko Malink (University of Chicago), and
Christopher Frey (University of Chicago) debated the coherence of unformed
matter and sought to elucidate the form/matter distinction by drawing on Aristotle’s
modal distinction between what a thing is actually and what it is potentially. Taking
a different tack, Anselm Müller (University of Trier) brought the concepts to bear
on an Aristotelian perspective on ethics by considering a distinction between formal
and material goodness: Müller sought to establish that we cannot identify the right
thing to do – the material goodness of action – independently of comprehending the
formal goodness that is or would be conferred upon an action by the right motive.
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Much of the discussion of Kant focused on the theory of perception, which Kant
articulates in terms of a unity of intuitional (spatiotemporal) form and sensible
matter. Again, the intelligibility of formless matter was debated (and, by and large,
rejected) as was the coherence of the idea of unenmattered form. Kant’s notion of
pure intuitions, which supposedly contain nothing empirical and hence nothing
derived from sensation, would seem to commit him to the coherence of the latter
idea. But John McDowell (University of Pittsburgh) and Robert Pippin (University
of Chicago), among others, argued that this was not, in fact, the case. Kant can
retain a notion of pure intuition without claiming that form is divorceable from
matter: form need only be distinguishable from the matter it informs.
Another central topic of discussion was Kant’s theory of judgment, which
conceives of a judgment as constituted by certain concepts (its matter) conjoined
in a certain manner (its form). Logic then investigates the form of thought while
abstracting from its matter. Participants Wolfram Gobsch (Universität Basel),
Sascha Newton (Universität Leipzig), and Matt Boyle (Harvard University)
considered just what such “abstraction” from the matter of thought consists in
and what one is “left with” once such abstraction has been performed. This debate
turned in large part on the relation various participants saw between the forms of
judgment and the perceptions or intuitions on which virtually all judgments are
ultimately based. Boyle urged that we can conceive of intuitions as constraining
and guiding the formation of judgments without supposed that those intuitions
already contain or manifest the articulated structure that the judgment subsequently
formulates. Newton took the opposite position, arguing that there was no sense in
which an intuition or perception could have an articulated structure except by
manifesting the form of judgment. Gobsch went so far as to deny that judgments
were dependent on the matter provided by perception at all.
The organizers expect that many publications will result from the papers written
for and discussed in the course of the conference; it is certain that many fruitful
intellectual relationships were forged in the course of these extensive and intensive
discussions.
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